Abstract. Given the di erent perspectives from which a complex software system has to be analyzed, the multiplicity of formalisms is unavoidable. This poses two important technical challenges: how to rigorously meet the need to interrelate formalisms, and how to reduce the duplication of e ort in tool and speci cation building across formalisms. These challenges could be answered by adequate formal meta-tools that, when given the speci cation of a formal inference system, generate an ecient inference engine, and when given a speci cation of two formalisms and a translation, generate an actual translator between them. Similarly, module composition operations that are logic-independent, but that at present require costly implementation e orts for each formalism, could be provided for logics in general by module algebra generator meta-tools. The foundations of meta-tools of this kind can be based on a metatheory of general logics. Their actual design and implementation can be based on appropriate logical frameworks having e cient implementations. This paper explains how the re ective logical framework of rewriting logic can be used, in conjunction with an e cient re ective implementation such as the Maude language, to design formal meta-tools such as those described above. The feasibility of these ideas and techniques has been demonstrated by a number of substantial experiments in which new formal tools and new translations between formalisms, e cient enough to be used in practice, have been generated.
Introduction
At present, formal methods for software speci cation and veri cation tend to be monolithic, in the sense that in each approach only one formal system or speci cation language is used to formalize the desired system properties. For this reason, formal systems, and the tools based on them, can be as it were autistic, because they lack the meta-tools and methods necessary for relating them to other formalisms and to their supporting tools.
As a consequence, it is at present very di cult to integrate in a rigorous way di erent formal descriptions, and to reason across such descriptions. This situation is very unsatisfactory, and presents one of the biggest obstacles to the ? { Formal Translation Generators, that given formal descriptions of two formalisms and of a translation between them, generate an actual translator that can be used to translate speci cations and to interoperate tools across the given formalisms.
{ Module Algebra Generators, that given a formalism with appropriate metalogical properties, extend its language of basic speci cations into a much richer algebra of speci cation-combining operations, including speci cation hierarchies, parameterized speci cations, and many other speci cation transformations. But where will the metatheory supporting such meta-tools come from? To make such tools mathematically rigorous, the rst thing obviously needed is to have a mathematical metatheory of logics and of translations between logics. We have been investigating the theory of general logics 47, 44, 52, 11, 16] for this purpose. This theory axiomatizes the proof-theoretic and model-theoretic facets of logics and their translations, includes the theory of institutions as its modeltheoretic component 30] , and is related to other similar metatheories (see the survey 52]).
But meta-tools need more than a metatheory. They have to \run" and therefore they need an executable metatheory. This can be provided by an adequate logical framework, that is, by a logic with good properties as a metalogic in which other logics can be naturally represented, and that, in addition, is executable with good performance. Then, an implementation of such a framework logic could serve as a basis for developing the meta-tools. This paper reports on our results and experiments in using the Maude language 15, 13] as a formal meta-tool in the senses described above. Maude is a re ective language based on rewriting logic 48] that essentially contains the OBJ3 language as an equational sublanguage. Rewriting logic extends equational logic and has very good properties as a logical framework, in which many other logics and many semantic formalisms can be naturally represented 43, 51] . A very important property of the rewriting logic framework is its being re ective 17, 12] . Re ection is e ciently supported by the Maude implementation and, together with the high-performance of Maude, is the key feature making possible the use of Maude as a meta-tool.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains in more detail in which sense rewriting logic is a re ective logical framework, and some basic principles and methods underlying the use of a rewriting logic implementation as a formal meta-tool. Section 3 describes the key features of Maude allowing it to be used as a meta-tool. Our experience in building formal tools in Maude is described in Section 4, where we report on several formal tool generator and formal translation generator uses, and on the beginnings of a module algebra generator capability. We nish the paper with some concluding remarks and future research directions.
A Re ective Logical Framework
A formal meta-tool must both rely on, and support, a precise axiomatization of di erent logics. That is what makes it formal, and what distinguishes it from tool implementations in conventional languages, say Java, in which the implementation itself is not a suitable formal axiomatization of the tool being implemented.
This leads us to the need for a metatheory of logics, as a necessary foundation for the design of formal meta-tools. In our work we have used the theory of general logics proposed in 47], which provides an axiomatic framework to formalize the proof theory and model theory of a logic, and which also provides adequate notions of mapping between logics, that is, of logic translations. This theory contains Goguen and Burstall's theory of institutions 30] as its model-theoretic component.
The theory of general logics allows us to de ne the space of logics as a category, in which the objects are the di erent logics, and the morphisms are the di erent mappings translating one logic into another. We can therefore axioma- A number of logics, particularly higher-order logics based on typed lambda calculi, have been proposed as logical frameworks, including the Edinburgh logical framework LF Smullyan 59] , and the 2OBJ generic theorem prover of Goguen, Stevens, Hobley, and Hilberdink 33] are instead rst-order. Our work should of course be placed within the context of the above related work, and of experiments carried out in di erent frameworks to prototype formal systems (for more discussion see the survey 52]).
Rewriting Logic and Re ection
We and other researchers (see references in 51]) have investigated the suitability of rewriting logic 48] as a logical framework and have found it to have very good properties for this purpose. One important practical advantage is that, what might be called the representational distance between a theory T in the original logic and its rewriting logic representation (T ) is often practically zero. That is, both T's original syntax and its rules of inference are faithfully mirrored by the rewrite theory (T ).
A rewrite theory ( ; E; R) is an equational theory ( ; E) with signature of operations and equations E together with a collection R of labeled rewrite rules of the form r : t ?! t 0 : Logically, such rules mean that we can derive the formula t 0 from the formula t.
That is, the logical reading of a rewrite rule is that of an inference rule.
Since the syntax and the equational axioms E of a rewrite theory are entirely user-de nable, rewriting logic can represent in a direct and natural way the formulas of any nitary logic as elements of an algebraic data type de ned by a suitable equational theory ( ; E). Furthermore, the structural axioms satis ed by such formulas|for example, associativity and commutativity of a conjunction operator, or of a set of formulas in a sequent|can also be naturally axiomatized as equations in such an equational theory. Each inference rule in the logic is then naturally axiomatized as a rewrite rule, that is applied modulo the equations E. The key advantage of having a re ective logical framework logic such as rewriting logic is that we can represent|or as it is said reify|within the logic in a computable way maps of the form (y) and (z). We can do so by extending the universal theory U with equational abstract data type de nitions for the data type of theories Theory L for each logic L of interest. Then, a map of the form If the maps and are computable, then, by a metatheorem of Bergstra and Tucker 5] it is possible to de ne the functions and by means of corresponding nite sets of Church-Rosser and terminating equations. That is, such functions can be e ectively de ned and executed within rewriting logic.
Formal Meta-Tool Techniques
How can we systematically exploit all these properties to use a re ective implementation of rewriting logic as a meta-tool? Formal tool generator uses can be well supported by de ning representation maps that are conservative. In conjunction with a re ective implementation of rewriting logic, we can reify such representation maps as functions of the form that give us a systematic way of executing a logic L by representing each theory T in L|which becomes a data element T of Theory L |by the rewrite theory that (T ) metarepresents.
By executing such a rewrite theory we are in fact executing the (representation of) T. In our experience, the maps are essentially identity maps, preserving the original structure of the formulas, and mirroring each inference rule by a corresponding rewrite rule. Therefore, a user can easily follow and understand the rewriting logic execution of the theory T thus represented.
But how well can we execute the representation of such a theory T? In general, the inference process of T may be highly nondeterministic, and may have to be guided by so-called strategies. Will the status of such strategies be logical, or extra-logical? And will strategies be representable at all in the framework logic? Rewriting logic re ection saves the day, because strategies have a logical status: they are computed by rewrite theories at the metalevel. That is, in the re ective tower they are always one level above the rewrite theory whose execution they control. Furthermore, there is great freedom for creating di erent internal strategy languages that extend rewriting logic's universal theory U to allow a exible logical speci cation of strategies 17, 12, 13] .
Formal translator generator uses are of course supported by formally specifying the algebraic data types Theory L and Theory L 0 of the logics in question and the translation function . Module algebra generator uses can be supported by de ning a parameterized algebraic data type, say ModAlg X], that, given a logic L having good metalogical properties, extends the data type Theory L of theories to an algebra of theory-composition operations ModAlg Theory L ].
Section 3 explains the re ective metalanguage features of Maude that make meta-tool uses of this kind possible, and Section 4 summarizes our practical meta-tool experience with Maude.
3 Maude's Metalanguage Features Maude 15, 13 ] is a re ective language whose modules are theories in rewriting logic. The most general Maude modules are called system modules. Given a rewrite theory T = ( ; E; R), a system module has essentially the form mod T endm, that is, it is expressed with a syntax quite close to the corresponding mathematical notation for its corresponding rewrite theory. 2 The equations E in the equational theory ( ; E) underlying the rewrite theory T = ( ; E; R) are presented as a union E = A E 0 , with A a set of equational axioms introduced as attributes of certain operators in the signature |for example, a conjunction operator^can be declared associative and commutative by keywords assoc and comm|and where E 0 is a set of equations that are assumed to be ChurchRosser and terminating modulo the axioms A. Maude supports rewriting modulo di erent combinations of such equational attributes: operators can be declared associative, commutative, with identity, and idempotent 13]. Maude contains a sublanguage of functional modules of the form fmod ( ; E) endfm, with the equational theory ( ; E) satisfying the conditions already mentioned. A system module mod T endm speci es the initial model 48] of the rewrite theory T. Similarly, a functional module fmod ( ; E) endfm speci es the initial algebra of the equational theory ( ; E).
The Module META-LEVEL
A naive implementation of re ection can be very expensive both in time and in memory use. Therefore, a good implementation must provide e cient ways of performing re ective computations. In Maude this is achieved through its prede ned META-LEVEL module, in which key functionality of the universal theory U of rewriting logic has been e ciently implemented. In particular, META-LEVEL has sorts Term and Module, so that the representations t and T of a term t and a module (that is, a rewrite theory) T have sorts Term and Module, respectively. As the universal theory U that it implements in a built-in fashion, META-LEVEL can also support a re ective tower with an arbitrary number of levels of re ection. We summarize below the key functionality provided by META-LEVEL: { Maude terms are rei ed as elements of a data type Term of terms; { Maude modules are rei ed as terms in a data type Module of modules; { the process of reducing a term to normal form is rei ed by a function meta-reduce; { the process of applying a rule of a system module to a subject term is rei ed by a function meta-apply; { the process of rewriting a term in a system module using Maude's default strategy is rei ed by a function meta-rewrite; and { parsing and pretty printing of a term in a module are also rei ed by corresponding metalevel functions meta-parse and meta-pretty-print. The rst declaration, making the sort Qid of quoted identi ers a subsort of Term, is used to represent variables in a term by the corresponding quoted identi ers.
Thus, the variable N is represented by 'N. The operator f g is used for representing constants as pairs, with the rst argument the constant, in quoted form, and the second argument the sort of the constant, also in quoted form. For example, the constant 0 in the module NAT discussed below is represented as f'0g'Nat. The operator ] corresponds to the recursive construction of terms out of subterms, with the rst argument the top operator in quoted form, and the second argument the list of its subterms, where list concatenation is denoted , . For example, the term s s 0 + s 0 of sort Nat in the module NAT is metarepresented as
Representing Modules. Functional and system modules are metarepresented in a syntax very similar to their original user syntax. The main di erences are that: (1) terms in equations, membership axioms (see 50, 13] for more on membership axioms) and rules are now metarepresented as explained above; and (2) sets of identi ers|used in declarations of sorts|are represented as sets of quoted identi ers built with an associative and commutative operator ; .
To motivate the general syntax for representing modules, we illustrate it with a simple example|namely, a module NAT for natural numbers with zero and successor and with a commutative addition operator. Since NAT has no list of imported submodules and no membership axioms those elds are lled by the nil import list, and the none set of membership axioms.
Similarly, since the zero and successor operators have no attributes, they have the none set of attributes. Note that|just as in the case of terms|terms of sort Module can be metarepresented again, yielding then a term of sort Term, and this can be iterated an arbitrary number of times. This is in fact necessary when a metalevel computation has to operate at higher levels. A good example is the inductive theorem prover described in Section 4.1, where modules are metarepresented as terms of sort Module in the inference rules for induction, but they have to be metametarepresented as terms of sort Term when used in strategies that control the application of the inductive inference rules.
There are many advanced applications that the META-LEVEL module makes possible. Firstly, strategies or tactics to guide the application of the rewrite rules of a theory can be de ned by rewrite rules in strategy languages 17, 12, 13], which are Maude modules extending META-LEVEL in which the more basic forms of rewriting supported by functions like meta-apply and meta-reduce can be extended to arbitrarily complex rewrite strategies de ned in a declarative way within the logic. Secondly, as further explained in Section 4.5, an extensible module algebra of module composition and transformation operations can be constructed by de ning new functions on the data type Module and on other data types extending it. Thirdly, as explained in Section 4, many uses of Maude as a metalanguage in which we can implement other languages, including formal speci cation languages and formal tools, are naturally and easily supported.
Additional Metalanguage Features
Suppose that we want to build a theorem prover for a logic, or an executable formal speci cation language. We can do so by representing the logic L of the theorem prover or speci cation language in question in rewriting logic by means of a representation map : L ?! RWLogic:
Using re ection we can, as already explained in Section 2, internalize such a map as an equationally de ned function . In Maude this is accomplished using the module META-LEVEL and its sort Module But we need more. To build a usable formal tool we need to build an environment for it, including not only the execution aspect just described, but parsing, pretty printing, and input/output. If we had instead considered formal translator generator uses of Maude, we would have observed entirely similar needs, since we need to get the speci cations in di erent logics|originating from, or going to, di erent tools|in and out of Maude by appropriate parsing, pretty printing, and input-output functions. In Maude, these additional metalanguage features are supported as follows: In Section 4 we describe our experience in using the META-LEVEL and the above metalanguage features of Maude as a meta-tool to build formal tools.
Using Maude as a Formal Meta-Tool
This section summarizes our experience using Maude as a formal meta-tool. Speci cally, we report on three formal tool generator uses|an inductive theorem prover and a Church-Rosser Checker for membership equational logic, and a proof assistant for the open calculus of constructions|four formal translator generator uses, several speci cation language environment-building uses, and on the beginnings of a module algebra generator use.
An Inductive Theorem Prover
Using the re ective features of Maude's META-LEVEL module, we have built an inductive theorem prover for equational logic speci cations 14] that can be used to prove inductive properties of both CafeOBJ speci cations 26] and of functional modules in Maude.
The speci cations we are dealing with are equational theories T having an initial algebra semantics. The theory T about which we want to prove inductive properties is at the object level. The rules of inference for induction can be naturally expressed as a rewrite theory I. 
proveinVariety(IS,T,VQuantification(XS,P)), G) => ------------------------------------------------------goalSet(proveinVariety(IS,addNewConstants(XS, T), varsToNewConstants(XS,P)), G) .
where the function addNewConstants(XS, T) adds a new constant of the appropriate sort to the theory T for each variable in XS. (The dashes in the rule are a, notationally convenient, Maude comment convention).
Note that, since this rewrite theory uses T as a data structure|that is, it actually uses its representation T|the theory I should be de ned at the metalevel. Proving an inductive theorem for T corresponds to applying the rules in I with some strategy. But since the strategies for any rewrite theory belong to the metalevel of such a theory, and I is already at the metalevel, we need three levels to clearly distinguish levels and make our design entirely modular, so that, for example, we can change the strategy without any change whatsoever to the inference rules in I. This is illustrated by the following picture, describing the modular architecture of our theorem prover. This tool uses several levels of re ection and associative-commutative rewriting, and expresses the inference rules at a very high level of abstraction. However, thanks to the e cient implementation of Maude|that can reach more than 1,300,000 rewrites per second on a 450 MHz Pentium II for some applications| the resulting implementation is a tool of competitive performance that can be used in practice in interactive mode with typically fast response times. Furthermore, our tool-building experience has been very positive, both in terms of how quickly we were able to develop the tool, and how easily we can extend it and maintain it. We are currently extending this theorem prover by extending both its logic, from equational to rewriting logic, and its inference rules, to support more powerful reasoning methods, including metalogical reasoning.
A Church-Rosser Checker
We have also built a Church-Rosser checker tool 14] that analyzes equational speci cations to check whether they satisfy the Church-Rosser property. This tool can be used to analyze order-sorted 31] equational speci cations in CafeOBJ and in Maude. The tool outputs a collection of proof obligations that can be used to either modify the speci cation or to prove them.
The Church-Rosser Checker has a re ective design similar to that of the inductive theorem prover, but somewhat simpler. Again, the module T, that we want to check is Church-Rosser, is at the object level. An inference system C for checking the Church-Rosser property uses T as a data structure, and therefore is a rewrite theory at the metalevel. However, since the checking process can be described in a purely functional way, there is no need in this case for an additional strategy layer at the meta-metalevel: two levels su ce. Maude does not yet have built-in support for uni cation, but only for matching. Therefore, we implemented the order-sorted uni cation algorithm using rewrite rules which|with uni cation being the real workhorse of the tool|is of course ine cient. However, in spite of this ine ciency, of using re ection, and of making heavy use of associative-commutative rewriting|which is NPcomplete|our tool has competitive performance. For example, it generates a long list of proof obligations for a substantial example, namely the number hierarchy from the natural to the rational numbers, after 2,091,898 rewrites in 12 seconds running on a 450 MHz Pentium II.
We are currently extending this tool in several ways. Firstly, uni cation will be performed by Maude in a built-in way. This will greatly improve performance, and will enhance the general capabilities of Maude as a formal meta-tool. Secondly, besides Church-Rosser checking we will support Knuth-Bendix completion of membership equational logic speci cations 7] and coherence completion of rewrite theories 62].
Formal Interoperability Experiments
Using the general methods explained in Section 2.2, Maude can be used as a \log-ical bus" to interoperate in a systematic and rigorous way di erent formalisms and their associated tools.
The goal is twofold. Firstly, the mappings relating di erent formalisms should themselves be formalized in a metalogic, so that they are rigorously de ned and it becomes possible to subject them to formal metalogical analysis to verify their correctness. Secondly, the formal de nition of a mapping between two logics should be executable, so that it can be used to carry out the translation and to interoperate in practice di erent formal tools. This is precisely what de ning such mappings in Maude makes possible.
Maps of logics can relate any two logics of interest. In particular, when the target logic is rewriting logic, we can execute in Maude the translated theories. However, in other cases the goal may be to relate two di erent formalisms which may have tools of their own. We describe below some formal interoperability experiments|carried out in cooperation with several colleagues|that illustrate the di erent uses just discussed and some combined uses.
HOL ! Nuprl. The HOL theorem proving system 34] has a rich library of theories that can save a lot of e ort by not having to specify from scratch many commonly encountered theories. Potentially, this is a very useful resource not only for HOL, but for other theorem proving systems based on other logics. Howe 37] de ned a map of logics mapping the HOL logic into the logic of Nuprl 19] , and implemented such a mapping to make possible the translation from HOL theories to Nuprl theories. In this way, the practical goal of relating both systems and making the HOL libraries available to Nuprl was achieved. However, the translation itself was carried out by conventional means, and therefore was not in a form suitable for metalogical analysis.
After studying this mapping with the kind help of D. Howe and R. Constable, Stehr and Meseguer have recently formally speci ed it in Maude. The result is an executable formal speci cation of the mapping that translates HOL theories into Nuprl theories. Large HOL libraries have already been translated into Nuprl this way.
In order to verify the correctness of the translation, we have investigated, in parallel with the work sumarized above, an abstract version of the mapping in the categorical framework of general logics 47]. Stehr and Meseguer have proved a strong correctness result, namely, that the mapping is actually a mapping between the entailment systems of HOL and a classical variant of Nuprl. This result is of a proof-theoretic nature and hence complementary to the semantical argument given in 37]. Beyond its role as a direct justi cation for the translator, this result suggests an interesting new direction, namely, extending the mapping between entailment systems to a mapping between proof calculi, which would mean in practice that theorems could be translated together with their proofs. LinLogic ! RWLogic. As an illustration of the naturalness and exibility with which rewriting logic can be used as a logical framework to represent other logics, Mart -Oliet and Meseguer de ned two simple mappings from linear logic 29] to rewriting logic: one for its propositional fragment, and another for rstorder linear logic 43]. In addition, they explained how|using the fact that rewriting logic is re ective and the methods discussed in Section 2.2|these mappings could be speci ed and executed in Maude, thus endowing linear logic with an executable environment. Based on these ideas, Clavel and Mart -Oliet have speci ed in Maude the mapping from propositional linear logic to rewriting logic 12].
Wright ! CSP ! RWLogic. Architectural description languages (ADLs) can be useful in the early phases of software design, maintenance, and evolution. Furthermore, if architectural descriptions can be subjected to formal analysis, design aws and inconsistencies can be detected quite early in the design process.
The Wright language 1] is an ADL with the attractive feature of having a formal semantics based on CSP 36].
Meseguer, Nodelman, and Talcott have recently developed in Maude a prototype executable environment for Wright using two mappings. The rst mapping gives an executable formal speci cation of the CSP semantics of Wright, that is, it associates to each Wright architectural description a CSP process. The second mapping gives an executable rewriting logic semantics to CSP itself. The composition of both mappings provides a prototype executable environment for Wright, which can be used|in conjunction with appropriate rewrite strategies|to both animate Wright architectural descriptions, and to submit such descriptions to di erent forms of formal analysis.
PTS ! RWLogic. Pure type systems (PTS) 3] generalize the -cube 3], which already contains important systems, like the simply typed and the (higherorder) polymorphic lambda calculi, a system P close to the logical framework LF 35] , and their combination, the calculus of constructions CC 20] . PTS systems are considered to be of key importance, since their generality and simplicity makes them an ideal basis for representing higher-order logics either directly, via the propositions-as-types interpretation 28], or via their use as a logical framework 27].
In 61] we show how the de nition of PTS systems can be formalized in membership equational logic. It is noteworthy that the representational distance between the informal mathematical presentation of PTS systems with identi cation of -equivalent terms and the membership equational logic speci cation of PTS systems is close to zero. In contrast to a higher-order representation in LF 35] or Isabelle 56] , this rst-order inductive approach is closer to mathematical practice, and the adequacy of the representation does not require complex metalogical justi cations. It has also greater explanational power, since we explain higher-order calculi in terms of a rst-order system with a very simple semantics.
We have also de ned uniform pure type systems (UPTS) a more concrete variant of PTS systems that do not abstract from the treatment of names, but use a uniform notion of names based on CINNI 60], a new rst-order calculus of names and substitutions. UPTS systems solve the problem of closure under -conversion 58] 42] in a very elegant way. A membership equational logic speci cation of UPTS systems can be given that contains the equational substitution calculus and directly formalizes the informal presentation.
Furthermore, 61] descibes how meta-operational aspects of UPTS systems, like type checking and type inference, can be formalized in rewriting logic. For this purpose the inference system of a UPTS system is speci ed as a rewrite theory. The result of this formalization is an executable speci cation of UPTS systems that is correct w.r.t. the more abstract speci cation in an obvious way.
A Proof Assistant for the Open Calculus of Constructions
Rewriting logic favors the use of abstract speci cations. It has a exible computation system based on conditional rewriting modulo equations, and it uses a very liberal notion of inductive de nitions. PTS systems, in particular CC, provide higher-order (dependent) types, but they are based on a xed notion of computation, namely -reduction. This unsatisfying situation has been addressed by addition of inductive de nitions 55] 40] and algebraic extensions in the style of abstract data type systems 6]. Also, the idea of overcoming these limitations using some combination of membership equational logic with the calculus of constructions has been suggested as a long-term goal in 39].
To close the gap between these two di erent paradigms of equational logic and higher-order type theory we are currently investigating the open calculus of constructions (OCC) an equational variant of the calculus of constructions with an open computational system and a exible universe hierarchy. Using Maude and the ideas on CINNI and UPTS systems mentioned above, we have developed an experimental proof assistant for OCC that has additional features such as de nitions and meta-variables. Maude has been extremely useful to explore the potential of OCC from the very early stage of its design. In addition, the formal executable speci cation of OCC exploits the re ective capabilities of Maude, yielding orders of magnitude speedups over Lego 41] and Coq 38] in the evaluation of functional expressions.
Implementing Formal Speci cation Languages
The e orts required for building adequate tools for formal speci cation languages are considerable. Such e orts can be particularly intense when such languages are executable, since a good execution engine must also be developed. The methods described in this paper can be used in practice to develop tools and environments for formal speci cation languages, including executable ones, and to endow such languages with a powerful module algebra of speci cation-combining operations.
We have applied these methods to the design and implementation of Maude itself. The most basic parts of the language|supporting module hierarchies of functional and system modules and some prede ned modules|are implemented in C++, giving rise to a sublanguage called Core Maude. This is extended by special syntax for object-oriented speci cations, and by a rich module algebra of parameterized modules and module composition in the Clear/OBJ style 10, 32] giving rise to the Full Maude language.
All of Full Maude has been formally speci ed in Core Maude 23, 22] . This formal speci cation|about 7,000 lines|is in fact its implementation, which is available in the Maude web page (http://maude.csl.sri.com). Our experience in this regard is very encouraging in several respects. Firstly, because of how quickly we were able to develop Full Maude. Secondly, because of how easy it will be to maintain it, modify it, and extend it with new features and new module operations. Thirdly, because of the competitive performance with which we can carry out very complex module composition and module transformation operations, that makes the interaction with Full Maude quite reasonable.
The re ective methods described in this paper, that underly our development of Full Maude, are much more general. They can equally be used to develop high-performance executable environments for other formal speci cation languages with much less e ort and much greater exibility, maintainability, and extensibility than what would be required in conventional implementations. Furthermore, we plan to generalize the module algebra that we have developed for Maude into a module algebra generator, that could endow many other speci cation languages with powerful and extensible algebras for combining and transforming speci cations. As explained in Section 2.2, this can be done by de ning such a module algebra as a parameterized algebraic data type. The module algebra of Maude provided by the Full Maude speci cation should then be regarded as the particular instance of such a generic construction, namely, for the case in which the underlying logic L is rewriting logic.
Conclusions
We have argued that, given the di erent perspectives from which a complex software system has to be analyzed, the multiplicity of formalisms is unavoidable. We have also argued that the technical challenges posed by the need to interrelate formalisms require advances in formal interoperability and in meta-tool design that can be based on a metatheory of general logics and on appropriate logical frameworks having e cient implementations. We have explained how the re ective logical framework of rewriting logic can be used, in conjunction with an e cient re ective implementation such as Maude, to design formal meta-tools and to rigorously support formal interoperability. The feasibility of these ideas and techniques has been demonstrated by a number of substantial experiments in which new formal tools and new translations between formalisms, e cient enough to be used in practice, have been generated.
Much work remains ahead to further advance these ideas. Maude 1.0 was made publicly available on the web in January 1999. It is well documented 13] and already supports all the formal meta-tool uses described in this paper. We are currently working towards version 2.0. In that new version we plan to enhance the formal meta-tool features of Maude. Speci cally, we plan to increase Maude's exibility in tailoring the lexical level of any language, to enhance its input/output capabilities by means of built-in objects, to provide e cient built-in support for uni cation modulo di erent equational theories, to support e cient search in the space of rewrite paths, and to further extend the expressiveness of Maude and of its META-LEVEL module.
